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Abstract: The magnetic properties of three spin-crossover
complexes, [FeII(R-bik)3](BF4)2·nH2O (1–3), based on bis(imid-
azolyl)ketone ligands, were investigated in solution and the
solid state. Their properties were compared with those of the
ketone-free analogue, [FeII(bim)3](OTf )2 (4). The alkyl and vinyl
R groups have weak influence on the transition temperature,
T1/2, in solution, while stronger differences are observed in the
solid state, because different intermolecular interactions occur
in 1–3. The spin-state equilibria in solution were followed by
SQUID magnetometry and the Evans NMR spectroscopy
method. Interestingly, the equilibria can also be simply and effi-

Introduction
Spin-crossover (SCO) complexes have been the focus of consid-
erable interest for both fundamental and practical reasons.
These complexes, whose electronic properties can be reversibly
switched by external stimuli (light, temperature, pressure, etc.),
are interesting building blocks to design responsive molecular
materials. For instance, they appear as good candidates for the
development of molecule-based sensors,[1] logic gates[2] and
memory[3] and display devices.[4]

The FeII SCO complexes represent the largest family of SCO
complexes, many of them exhibiting an octahedral {N6} coordi-
nation polyhedron. In these complexes, the diamagnetic low-
spin (LS) configuration (t2g

6, S = 0) is converted into a paramag-
netic high-spin (HS) one (t2g

4eg
2, S = 2). The spin-state switching

is associated with significant changes in magnetic or optical
properties and the process can thus be followed by magnetom-
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ciently probed by following the temperature dependence of an
adequately chosen 1H chemical shift. Overall, these experiments
give coherent results, with T1/2 located between 320 and 335 K,
a narrow range, in comparison with the solid state. DFT calcula-
tions have allowed the rationalization of the magnetic differen-
ces. The molecular-orbital and spin-density calculations reveal
that the presence of the C=O group between the imidazolyl
units in the ligands of 1–3 leads to an extended aromatic sys-
tem, an effective π-acceptor effect, stabilizing the LS state and
reducing the LS–HS gap, in comparison with 4.

etry, optical studies or any other technique. The temperature
dependence of the physical values related to the spin state of
the molecules allows the determination of the relative amount
of the HS and LS fractions. These data can thus be used to
extract the thermodynamic parameters associated with the
SCO; in particular, the entropic and enthalpic contributions to
the spin equilibrium.[5–7] NMR spectroscopy represents another
useful tool to follow the spin equilibrium in solution and to
determine its associated thermodynamic parameters. The Evans
method, which gives indirect access to the magnetic suscepti-
bility of paramagnetic compounds in solution and allows the
extraction of the relative amount of the HS fraction, γHS, is the
most common approach.[6] However, this method often suffers
from errors, arising, for example, from the approximations on
the paramagnetic solute concentration or from the presence of
paramagnetic impurities. As reported by A. Walker et al., the
temperature dependence of selected 1H chemical shifts can al-
ternatively be used to investigate spin-crossover equilibria.[7a]

This approach has been used in various recent studies of FeII

SCO complexes.[7b–7d] In fact, the NMR spectroscopic chemical
shifts are highly sensitive to changes in electronic ground states
in transition-metal complexes.[8] Alternatively, magnetic meas-
urements of solutions can be used to follow the temperature
dependence of the magnetic susceptibility in a direct manner.[9]

However, this method is not so common and it may suffer from
approximations; for example, due to an important diamagnetic
contribution (arising from the dilution of the paramagnetic spe-
cies in a diamagnetic solvent). During the last few years, a num-
ber of switchable polynuclear complexes featuring derivatives
of the bis(1-R-imidazol-2-yl)ketone ligand, R-bik, have been in-
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Scheme 1. Bis(imidazolyl) chelate ligands used in this work.

vestigated by some of us (R being a methyl or a vinyl
group).[10,11] Cyanide-bridged polynuclear complexes in which
the {M(R-bik)2(NC)2} subunit exhibits a spin transition (when
M = Fe) that can be associated with metal–metal electron trans-
fer (when M = Co) have been reported. In these systems, the
switchable properties in the solid state depend not only on the
nature of the ligands, but also on various parameters that can
be difficult to control (the nature of the crystal phase, the pres-
ence of molecules in the crystal lattice, intermolecular interac-
tions).

In the present work, we chose to focus our study on the
mononuclear FeII complexes of the molecular formula [Fe(R-
bik)3](BF4)2.n(H2O) {Me-bik = bis(1-methylimidazol-2-yl)ketone
(1), Et-bik = bis(1-ethylimidazol-2-yl)ketone (2) and V-bik =
bis(1-vinylimidazol-2-yl)ketone (3); n = 0.25 (1), 0 (2) and 1.5
(3)} and the paramagnetic derivative [FeII(bim)3](OTf )2 (4)
{bim = bis(1-methylimidazol-2-yl)methane}. The ligands are
shown in Scheme 1. The [Fe(R-bik)3]2+ trischelate complexes are
reminiscent of the well-known low-spin [Fe(phen)3]2+ and
[Fe(bipy)3]2+ complexes, where 2,2′-bipyridine and 1,10-phen-
anthroline are the α-diimine ligands.[12,13] However, in the
present case, the �-diimine ligands, R-bik, form six-membered
rings that induce a weaker ligand field on the FeII ion, and in
some cases, the spin-crossover phenomenon.

Our purpose is to investigate how slight changes in this li-
gand family can affect the switchable properties of the com-
plexes in solution. More specifically, in this contribution, we
have investigated the spin equilibria in solution by using varia-
ble-temperature (VT) 1H NMR spectroscopy and have compared
the results with the Evans NMR spectroscopic method and solu-
tion SQUID magnetometry. We have also compared these re-
sults with those obtained in the solid state. In addition, DFT
calculations have been performed on the different complexes
to probe their electronic structures and rationalize their proper-
ties.

Results and Discussion

Solid-State Measurements

Complexes 1–4 were isolated as dark-blue platelike crystals (1–
3) or colourless needlelike crystals (4) from the reaction of FeII

salts with three equivalents of the bis(imidazolyl) chelate li-
gands.

Cell parameters and space groups are given in Table 1. Their
structures (determined at 200 K) consist of trischelate [FeII(L)3]2+

cationic units (L = R-bik or bim), tetrafluoroborate (1–3) or tri-
flate (4) counteranions and water solvent molecules. In the case
of 3, it was not possible to accurately define the exact position
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of the crystallization water molecules. As the BF4
– is disordered

over two positions, with a relative occupancy of 1/2, we assume
the other position is filled by water. Perspective views of the
cationic trischelate complexes are shown in Figure 1 (3–4) and
in Figure S1 (1–2); selected bond lengths and angles are given
in Table 2. In the four complexes, the FeII ions adopt an octa-
hedral {N6} coordination sphere made of three N,N-chelate-
bonded ligands. The Fe–N bond lengths in 1–3 are close to
each other and are in the ranges: 1.983(2)–2.008(2) Å (1),
1.989(2)–2.005(2) Å (2) and 1.977(3)–1.995(3) Å (3). In the three
complexes, the average Fe–N distance of ca. 1.99 Å is in agree-
ment with the occurrence of an iron(II) low-spin state at
200 K.[14] In contrast, the Fe–N bonds in 4 are significantly
longer and range from 2.163(3) to 2.207(3) Å (average: 2.18 Å).
These values are coherent with an FeII high-spin state. Notably,
other crystal structures with the [FeII(Me-bik)3]2+ cation have
already been reported with other counteranions.[15] The crystal
structure of [Fe(Me-bik)3](ClO4)2, measured at 298 K, reveals a
high-spin FeII compound with an average Fe–N distance of
2.14 Å, whereas the crystal structures of the complexes [Fe-
(Me-bik)3]Cl2 and [Fe(Me-bik)3](OTf )2, determined at 150 K, ex-
hibit an average Fe–N distance of 1.98 Å, which matches well
with the distances encountered in 1–3.[14b,14c] The �-diimine
ligands form six-membered chelate rings that exhibit average

Table 1. Space groups and cell parameters of 1–4 measured at 200 K.

1 2 3 4

Space group Pbca C2/c P1̄ P21/c
a [Å] 15.3604(3) 21.1447(5) 9.3631(2) 20.5632(5)
b [Å] 11.6415(3) 16.0717(4) 11.4700(3) 11.3824(3)
c [Å] 37.4475(7) 12.7572(3) 18.6414(4) 16.2092(4)
α [°] 90 90 99.121(2) 90
� [°] 90 114.657(1) 93.443(2) 90.047(1)
γ [°] 90 90 90.240(1) 90

Figure 1. Perspective view (ORTEP) of the: (a) [FeII(V-bik)3]2+; and (b)
[FeII(bim)3]2+ cations at 200 K in 3 and 4, respectively, together with the
atomic numbering of their coordination sphere. All hydrogen atoms and
counteranions have been omitted for clarity.
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Table 2. Structural data related to the geometry of the coordination sphere in 1–4.

1 2 3 4

Temperature [K] 200(1) 200(1) 200(1) 200(1)
d[Fe–N(L)]av [Å] 1.997(11) 1.997(9) 1.987(8) 2.181(19)
Bite (N–Fe–N)av angle [°] 89.1(5) 89.7(4) 88.9(9) 84.2(5)

13.5(4) 8.9(3) 21.2(5) 42.4(5)Σ
12

1
|90 – α| [°]

trans(N–Fe–N)av angle [°] 178.0(4) 178.4(6) 177.6(14) 174.8(38)
Dihedral angles* [°] 4.03(10), 9.03(9), 11.54(9) 10.35(8), 10.35(8), 13.02(7) 2.08(15), 10.77(13), 21.79(15) 11.87(16), 27.29(14), 34.23(15)
Shape factor S (OC-6)[a] 0.042 0.019 0.063 0.314

[a] See text for details.

bite angles of 89.1(5)° (1), 89.7(4)° (2), 88.9(9)° (3) and 84.2(5)°
(4). The values found in 1–3 are closer to orthogonality than
those of other LS FeII complexes made of α-diimine ligands
with five-membered chelate rings, such as the well-known LS
[FeII(phen)3]2+ complex (with bite angles of ca. 82.8°).[12b] The
sum of the deviation from orthogonality of the twelve cis-N–
Fe–N angles (denoted as Σ)[16] is relatively small in 1–3 [respec-
tively: 13.5(4)°, 8.9(3)° and 21.2(5)°] and indicates a moderate
distortion of the octahedral coordination sphere. In contrast,
this value reaches Σ = 47.6° within the related LS [Fe(phen)3]2+

complex. The Σ values in 1–3 are also significantly smaller than
the one measured in the HS [Fe(bim)3]2+ [Σ = 42.4(5)°]. The
continuous-shape-measures analysis (CShM)[17,18] allows a more
precise quantification of the deviation of the coordination
spheres from an ideal geometry. The distortion of the coordina-
tion sphere reflects the spin state of the FeII ion: in the present
case, very small values of the shape factor[16,17] are observed in
1–3 (Table 2), indicating an almost perfect octahedral surround-
ing, whereas a higher one is obtained in 4, as expected for a
HS FeII complex.

The bim and R-bik �-diimine ligands exhibit dihedral angles
between imidazole rings, which can vary significantly from one
ligand to another within the same complex: 4.03(10)°, 9.03(9)°
and 11.54(9)° (1); 10.35(8)°, 10.35(8)° and 13.02(7)° (2); 2.08(15),
10.77(13)° and 21.79(15)° (3); and 11.87(16)°, 27.29(14)° and
34.23(15)° (4). The three complexes 1–3 exhibit the same aver-
age C=O bond length, which amounts to 1.22(1) Å; however,
significant differences in the Fe–C–O angles are observed for
the three compounds. While the Fe–C–O angle approaches
linearity for 1 [ranging from 173.2(2)° to 178.1(3)°] and 2 [from
177.0(2)° to 180°], they deviate significantly from 180° in 3 [from
160.5(3)° to 169.8(4)°]. Overall, these data show that these �-
diimine ligands are more flexible than the α-diimine ligands,
such as the 1,10-phenanthroline.

Finally, there are no important intermolecular interactions in
1–4, neither strong hydrogen bonding nor π–π interactions.
However, short contacts (with interatomic distances shorter
than the sum of the van der Waals radii) are found between
the C–H groups from the methyl and ethyl substituents and the
perpendicularly oriented imidazole ring planes. Thus, the crystal
packing of these complexes is most probably influenced by
these CH···π interactions between the imidazolyl ring and the
alkyl proton. Such a CH···π interaction is often referred to as a
point-to-face or T-shaped arrangement,[19] and their energies lie
in the range of 1–2 kJ mol–1.[20] In 1 and 2, the average distance
of the CH···C(π) contacts are 2.78 and 2.77 Å, respectively. These
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distances are quite significant, as they lie at the middle of the
accepted distance range for such supramolecular interactions
(from 2.6 to 3.1 Å).[21] The amplitude of these interactions is
also described by the intermolecular CH···ring–centroid dis-
tance, which amounts to 2.65 Å in 1 and 2.67 Å in 2 for the
shortest contact. The interaction is much more important in 2,
although both values remain within the accepted range.[20] The
CH···C(π)/CH···ring–centroid interactions are also more promi-
nent in 2, as they involve pairs of interactions running along
the z axis: two of the Et-Im groups of the same Et-bik ligand
act simultaneously as donors and acceptors (Figure 2). In com-
pounds 3 and 4, no significant intermolecular CH···C(π)/
CH···ring–centroid short interactions (less than sum of the C–H
van der Waals radii) are found.

Figure 2. View of the intermolecular C–H···π interactions (black dotted lines)
between adjacent complexes in 1 (left) and 2 (right). H atoms not involved
in interactions have been omitted for clarity.

Magnetic Properties in the Solid State

The �M × T versus T curves for 1–4 (measured on fresh micro-
crystalline powders introduced into the magnetometer at low
temperature to avoid solvent loss) are depicted in Figure 3 (�M

being the molar magnetic susceptibility per FeII complex).
The �M × T product of 4 is almost constant between 50 and

400 K and the measured value, 3.55 cm3 mol–1 K, is coherent
with that expected for a high-spin FeII complex (S = 2, g ≈ 2.18).
In contrast, the �M × T curves of 1–3 exhibit sigmoidal shapes
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Figure 3. Solid-state study of the spin-crossover [FeII(R-bik)3](BF4)2 complexes
[R = Me, Et, vinyl].

that are typical of spin-crossover complexes. While weak �M × T
products measured at low temperature (ca. 0.15, 0.06 and
0.01 cm3 mol–1 K for fresh samples of 1, 2 and 3, respectively)
are in agreement with an FeII low-spin ion (S = 0), upon warm-
ing from 180 to 400 K, the �M × T values gradually increase,
reaching ca. 3.11 (1), 3.40 (2) and 2.80 (3) cm3 mol–1 K at 400 K.
These values are lower than those expected for FeII high-spin
ions (with �M × T ≈ 3.55 cm3 mol–1 K and g ≈ 2.17) and they are
inferior to the measured value in the analogue compound 4.
They point to incomplete spin crossover. The spin crossover
observed upon cooling (and over several cycles) is identical for
1 and 2. In contrast, for compound 3, the �M × T product reverts
to the diamagnetic state by following a different path upon
cooling. This is associated with the loss of crystallization water
molecules at high temperature, as confirmed by thermogravi-
metric analysis (see the Supporting Information). Indeed, a pre-
viously dehydrated sample, 3d, exhibits the same �M × T curve
as that observed in the cooling mode after heating in the
SQUID to 400 K. Once dehydrated, the spin transition of 3d is
reversible upon cycling. The transition temperatures, T1/2, of the
spin transitions for these compounds are ca. 316 (1), 277 (2),
342 (3, fresh) and 302 K (3d, dehydrated). The shift of 40 K
observed between 3 and 3d reveals the impact of the presence
of solvate molecules in the crystal lattice on the SCO phenome-
non in the solid state.[22]

The solid-state �M × T versus T data of 1–3 were fitted as
commonly described in the literature by using the Slichter-
Drickamer mean-field model [Equation (1)][23] to calculate the
spin-equilibrium curves, with an estimate of the associated
thermodynamic parameters.

(1)

ΔH and ΔS are the enthalpy and the entropy variations at
the experimental transition temperature (T1/2), whereas the Γ
parameter accounts for the cooperativity associated with the
spin crossover (fHS is the residual HS molar fraction at low tem-
perature and nHS represents the HS molar fraction).

Good fits were obtained for compound 2 (upon heating and
upon cooling, respectively) and for the dehydrated sample of
3d, leading to the following values: ΔH = 29.3 and 29.6 kJ mol–1
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(2), 32.9 kJ mol–1 (3d); Γ = 0.78 and 0.45 kJ mol–1 (2),
1.0 kJ mol–1 (3d); ΔS = ΔH/T1/2 = 107.2 and 107.4 J K–1 mol–1

(2), 100.0 J K–1 mol–1 (3d) (see the Supporting Information). The
model partly fails in reproducing the experimental curve of 1
and 3 (fresh sample). This is not unusual for SCO systems; the
search for more sophisticated models has been discussed ear-
lier.[24,25] In the cases of 1 and 3, the loss of solvent molecules
during the experiment alters the shape of the spin transition
and makes the simulation of the curves not so relevant (the
transition temperatures are above room temperature and the
experiments are carried out under reduced helium pressure).
Overall, the Γ values are moderate and the Γ/2RT1/2 ratios are
well below unity, as expected for gradual conversions. This is
consistent with the weak intermolecular interactions that are
observed in the crystal lattices of 1–3. The estimated enthalpy
(ΔH) and entropy (ΔS) values for 2–3d are slightly above the
usual range of the typical values observed for SCO compounds
(ΔH = 3–27 kJ mol–1 and ΔS = 22–94 J K mol–1).[26,27] However,
such high values of enthalpy and entropy variations have been
already found in some cases of FeII SCO complexes.[7b,28] Here,
the ΔS value is particularly high, well above the expected value,
due to the electronic entropy change [ΔSelec = R × (ln 5) =
13.4 J K–1]. This points to the occurrence of important vibra-
tional contributions, ΔSvib. The ΔSvib partly arises from the vari-
ation in the metal–ligand bond strengths that accompany the
changes in the metal–ligand bond lengths upon the spin-state
change. In the present case, a noticeable contribution to ΔSvib

can also come from conformational changes occurring in the
coordinated R-bik ligands (e.g., changes in the Fe–C–O angle
and the planarity of the imidazolyl groups). As mentioned
above, the �-diimine R-bik ligands are flexible, in contrast with
α-diimine ligands, such as 2,2′-bipyridine or 1,10-phenanthrol-
ine. Interestingly, we have recently shown that the planarity of
the R-bik ligand can be notably affected in Fe–Co charge-trans-
fer systems by the electronic-state of the coordinated metal.[29]

Upon conversion of the high-spin CoII into a low-spin CoIII, the
ligand changes from a planar geometry (where the imidazolyl
rings are located in the same plane) to a bent one, where the
π-delocalization is lost. Such geometrical modifications alter
not only the M–L vibrational modes, but also those of the li-
gands. The bending of the ligand will also affect its π-acceptor
ability and contribute to significant change in the M–L bond
strength and the enthalpy variation between the two spin
states. Unfortunately, here, the loss of crystallinity of 1–3 at
room temperature did not allow us to obtain the crystal struc-
ture of the high-spin state.

The light-induced excited spin-state trapping (LIESST) effect
was investigated for the SCO complexes 1–3 (both fresh and
dehydrated) by irradiating the samples at 20 K with laser diodes
at 808, 635, 532 and 405 nm (ca. 5–10 mW cm–2). Compounds
2 and 3d do not show any photomagnetic effect in the present
experimental conditions, whereas compounds 1 (Figure 4) and
3 (see the Supporting Information) exhibit, respectively, a mod-
erate and a noticeable increase of their magnetization upon
irradiation. The irradiation at 635 nm appears to be the most
efficient in both cases. This wavelength is located near the max-
imum of an intense absorption band, which is observed in the
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solid-state UV/Vis measurements (see the Supporting Informa-
tion). This band is ascribed to a metal-to-ligand charge transfer
(MLCT) band, as confirmed by theoretical calculations (see the
Supporting Information). The irradiations at 532 nm (near the
broad maximum of the MLCT band), at 808 nm (located in the
tail of the MLCT band) and at 405 nm (located in a band as-
cribed to an intraligand transition) also show some efficiency.
The �M × T values reached after 50 min (of irradiation at
635 nm), 0.45 cm3 mol–1 K (3) and 2.39 cm3 mol–1 K (1), are
lower than expected for a HS FeII complex and they suggest a
partial conversion of the diamagnetic state into a photoinduced
paramagnetic state. The metastable states relax upon heating
the samples (0.3 K min–1) at TLIESST = 57 K (3) and 50 K (1).

Figure 4. �M × T versus irradiation time for 1 at 20 K under irradiation at 405,
532, 635 and 808 nm (ca. 5–10 mW cm–2).

Solution Studies

Magnetic susceptibility versus temperature measurements on
solids are often used to determine the relative amounts of HS
and LS species. Their application to solutions, although possi-
ble, imply some experimental complications. As the spin equi-
librium is often accompanied by changes in the optical proper-
ties, spin equilibrium can also be studied by measuring the
temperature dependence of an absorption band, which is char-
acteristic of one of the two spin states. For example, in FeII

complexes bearing π-acceptor ligands, the intensity of the
MLCT band can be monitored to follow a spin-state change.
However, these experiments often require low-concentration
solutions (ca. 10–4 M), which can lead to the dissociation of the
complexes and erroneous data. To avoid this problem, it is bet-
ter to use techniques that allow one to work at higher concen-
trations. In the following section, we compare different tech-
niques, including variable-temperature (VT) 1H NMR spectro-
scopy, the Evans NMR spectroscopic method and solution-state
SQUID magnetometry, for the investigation of the spin equilib-
ria of 1–3 in acetonitrile solution.

1H NMR Spectroscopic Solution Study

Basic Concepts of Paramagnetic NMR Spectroscopy

The basic concepts of paramagnetic NMR spectroscopy were
established several decades ago.[7,8] The main differences be-
tween the NMR spectroscopy of diamagnetic and paramagnetic
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species arise from the occurrence of a hyperfine interaction be-
tween the observed NMR nuclei and the unpaired electron(s).
This interaction has two major impacts on the NMR spectrum:
(1) it leads to strongly shifted signals, which can appear far
outside of the normal range of diamagnetic molecules, making
the structural analysis more difficult than for a diamagnetic
sample;[30] and (2) the NMR spectroscopic signals can be signifi-
cantly broadened (or even undetectable in some cases), due to
fast nuclear relaxation. As the nuclear relaxation is inversely re-
lated to the electronic one,[31] the shorter the electronic relaxa-
tion times of the metal complex, the sharper the NMR spectro-
scopic signals. In some favourable cases, such as for CoII octa-
hedral paramagnetic complexes, spectra with good resolution
can be obtained,[32,33] so that it is possible to follow – as for
diamagnetic species – chemical equilibria by using VT NMR
spectroscopic studies (e.g., substitution and isomerization proc-
esses).[32] Although the situation of HS FeII complexes is less
favourable, some of these complexes can lead to well-resolved
NMR spectroscopic features.[32,33] This is the case in our present
study (see below).

In paramagnetic species, the chemical shifts bear structural
information, but also some magnetic information. Indeed, the
observed chemical shift, δobs

T, can be expressed as the sum of
a paramagnetic and a diamagnetic contribution:

(2)

The diamagnetic chemical shift contains the usual contribu-
tions to the chemical shift, which exist in diamagnetic mol-
ecules. It is generally estimated by measuring an isostructural
diamagnetic reference. The paramagnetic chemical shift, δpara

T,
arises from the hyperfine interaction. δpara

T, which depends on
the temperature, T, can be further decomposed as the sum of
the pseudocontact term (δPC) and the Fermi-contact term (δFC):

(3)

The Fermi-contact term is a through-bond electron–nuclear
interaction. It arises from the electron-spin delocalization onto
the observed nucleus (in other words, the spin density on the
nucleus). As mentioned by McGarvey, the Fermi-contact term
can be expressed as a function of the magnetic susceptibil-
ity:[34]

(4a)

where AH is the hyperfine coupling constant, γN is the gyromag-
netic ratio and �i and gi are the components along the mag-
netic tensor axes. For a spin-only (S) isotropic system with no
populated excited state, the formula is often simplified to:

(4b)

where gav is the average g value and k is the Boltzmann con-
stant. The contact chemical shift can thus be seen as a local
paramagnetic susceptibility and its temperature dependence is
proportional to 1/T, in agreement with the Curie law.

The pseudocontact term, δPC
T, is a through-space electron–

nuclear interaction and it comes from the dipolar coupling be-
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tween the nuclear magnetic moment and the magnetic mo-
ment of the unpaired electron. This term strongly depends on
the local magnetic anisotropy. For the simple case of an axial
g tensor, it can be expressed through the simplified following
equation:[8,34]

(5)

where � is the Bohr magneton, gi are the components along
the magnetic tensor axes, r is the distance between the mag-
netic source and the probed nucleus and θ is the angle be-
tween the main magnetic axis and the r direction. This term is
small if the local magnetic anisotropy remains moderate. It also
strongly depends on the geometrical parameters. It can be neg-
ligible if the distance r is large, if the angle θ is close to 54°
(3cos2θ – 1 ≈ 0).[35] However, in some cases, when the
anisotropy is not negligible and the geometric parameters
make the dipolar contribution not negligible, a deviation from
the Curie law is observed. In these cases, the temperature de-
pendence of the chemical shift can only be simulated by includ-
ing additional terms (generally proportional to 1/T2).

In summary, if the dipolar contribution remains moderate for
a given proton, the temperature dependence of the chemical
shift will strictly follow a Curie behaviour. It is thus possible
to follow spin-crossover equilibria by studying the temperature
dependence of selected chemical shifts.[6,36] In fact, as the FeII

spin-state switching is faster than the NMR timescale, the ob-
served proton NMR spectroscopic resonances represent the
population-weighted average of the HS and LS states of the
molecule at a given temperature. The peak shift is thus related
to the amount of high-spin species:

(6)

Here the δLS is the chemical shift observed for the pure dia-
magnetic FeII LS complex (S = 0) and it thus represent the δdia

contribution. The accurate determination of the δ values for
purely HS or LS species is not always accessible because of the
limited temperature range (due to experimental limitations). In
such cases, the δHS or δLS values can still be estimated by using
the Boltzmann law.

NMR Spectra of 1-3

The NMR spectra of 1–3 (in CD3CN at 310 K), together with
the peak assignments, are shown in Figure 5. The values are
summarized in Table 3, together with the values for the bis-
(imidazolyl) chelate ligands. These spectra are typical of para-
magnetic species and contain (moderately) broad and strongly
shifted temperature dependent signals.[37] In addition to the
expected protons from the complexes (with up to five proton
environments), each spectrum exhibits residual CHD2CN, water
and THF signals. In the case of 2, small but noticeable signals,
due to the presence of free ligands, are always observed. The
signal assignment of the [FeII(R-bik)3](BF4)2 complexes was done
by using: (i) the relative integration of the signals; (ii) the com-
parison of the three derivatives (chemical substitution); and (iii)
the broadening of the signal. Indeed, the major contribution to
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the nuclear relaxation arises from the dipolar contribution,
which is proportional to 1/r6 (where r is the distance between
the metal centre and the NMR nucleus).[8a] The protons close
to the paramagnetic source can thus be identified, as they show
a broader signal half-width.

Figure 5. 1H NMR spectra of the complexes [Fe(Me-bik)3](BF4)2 (1),
[Fe(Et-bik)3](BF4)2 (2) and [Fe(V-bik)3](BF4)2 (3) in CD3CN at 310 K (w: water;
s: solvent).

Table 3. Proton NMR spectroscopic data (δ [ppm]) at 310 K in CD3CN.

Ha Hb Hc Hc′ Hd He

Me-bik 7.12 7.24 3.92
Et-bik 7.40 7.04 4.51 1.45
V-bik 7.22 7.68 5.07 7.57 5.51
[Fe(Me-bik)3](BF4)2 (1) 4.10 21.34 8.57
[Fe(Et-bik)3](BF4)2 (2) 3.99 20.22 8.69 7.73 2.93
[Fe(V-bik)3](BF4)2 (3) 5.17 16.46 9.55 7.20 5.89

In the spectrum of 1, the three signals of the Me-imidazole
groups are observed with relative intensities of 1:1:3. At 310 K,
the sharp signal at δ = 8.57 ppm (c), with a relative intensity of
3 H, is unambiguously attributed to the CH3 group of the li-
gand. The two signals with relative intensities of 1 H come from
Ha and Hb. The broad signal near 4.10 ppm is assigned to Ha,
which is closer to the paramagnetic FeII centre. The other signal
at δ = 21.34 ppm is then attributed to the proton Hb.

In the spectrum of 2, four different signals are observed for
the Et-imidazole groups, with relative intensities of 1:1:2:3. The
sharp signal at δ = 2.93 ppm (d) is assigned to the CH3 group
of the ligand. The broad signal near 3.99 ppm is assigned to Ha,
whereas Hb is observed at δ = 20.22 ppm. At 310 K, the methyl-
ene protons of the ethyl group, (c) and (c′), are observed at δ =
8.69 ppm and 7.73 ppm, respectively, with relative intensities
of 1:1. Indeed the FeII trischelate complex is chiral and these
two protons are diastereotopic.[38a,38b] Notably, signals due to
uncoordinated Et-bik ligand are always detectable in the NMR
spectra of 2.

In the spectrum of 3, five signals of the vinyl-imidazole
groups with the same intensity are observed at 310 K. The three
vinylic protons are assigned according to their coupling con-
stant value, considering that Jtrans > Jcis > Jgeminal for the vinylic
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system. The two doublets at δ = 7.20 ppm (d) and 5.89 ppm
(e) are attributed to Hd and He, respectively, whereas Hc appears
as doublet of doublets (dd) near 9.55 ppm. The strongly shifted
signal observed at δ = 16.46 ppm is ascribed to Hb (as for 1
and 2) and the broad Ha signal is observed at δ = 5.17 ppm.

Variable-Temperature 1H NMR Spectroscopic Studies

The variable-temperature 1H NMR spectroscopic studies were
carried out in the 230–350 K temperature range.[39] The spectra
of 1–3 exhibit strong temperature dependence (Figure 6 and
the Supporting Information). While the 1H chemical shifts are
similar to those of the corresponding free ligands at 230 K, they
strongly increase upon heating, spanning over 30 ppm at 350 K.
This clearly accounts for a spin-state change from a diamagnetic
LS state to a paramagnetic HS state upon heating. The increase
of the signal half-width upon heating is also coherent with the
occurrence of a paramagnetic state at high temperature. In con-
trast, the chemical shifts in compound 4 remain strongly shifted
in all of the probed temperature range, but they tend to de-
crease significantly as the temperature increases (see the Sup-
porting Information), following the typical behaviour of para-
magnetic species. More specifically, the observed δ × T versus
T curves vary linearly for all protons, showing that the high-
spin model for complex 4 follows the Curie law in the explored
temperature range (see the Supporting Information).

Figure 6. 1H NMR spectra of [Fe(Me-bik)3](BF4)2 (1) in CD3CN in the tempera-
ture range 230–350 K.

The measured paramagnetic chemical shift, δpara
T = δPC

T +
δFC

T, reflects the magnetic susceptibility of the complex [see
Equations (3)–(6)]. Therefore the temperature dependence of
the paramagnetic signals can be conveniently used to follow
the thermal population of the HS state (see above). Indeed,
the plots of δpara

T(Hb) × T versus temperature for 1–3 possess

Table 4. Estimates of the thermodynamic parameters of the spin equilibria in 1–3 obtained from susceptibility measurements in solution using the regular
solution model (ca. 10–2 mol L–1).[36,46]

Compound VT 1H NMR Evans method Magnetometry
ΔHHL ΔSHL T1/2 ΔHHL ΔSHL T1/2 ΔHHL ΔSHL T1/2

[kJ mol–1] [J mol–1 K–1] [K] [kJ mol–1] [J mol–1 K–1] [K] [kJ mol–1] [J mol–1 K–1] [K]

1 41 128 319 38 118 323 35 106 328
2 43 134 320 44 119 326 42 126 328
3 45 136 329 44 118 332 42 123 337
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sigmoidal shapes, which is typical of spin-crossover complexes
(Figure 7). Here, we selected the Hb protons, which display a
sharp signal and exhibit the highest chemical shift variation
with temperature, to investigate the spin equilibria in 1–3 with
more accuracy. It is also far enough from the paramagnetic cen-
tre (above 5 Å) to lead to a reduced dipolar contribution (pro-
portional to r–3). All of the other protons in these three com-
plexes, except for Ha, exhibit the same trend and sigmoidal
curves can be similarly obtained (see simulation in the Support-
ing Information). In the case of Ha, the chemical shift first
slightly decreases, then increases, as the temperature increases.
Here, the FeII–Ha distance is short, ca. 3 Å; this likely leads to a
stronger pseudocontact shift, which may induce some devia-
tion from the Curie law if the contact term is small.

Figure 7. Thermal variation of the δ × T product for the Hb protons of the
three complexes (1: orange circles; 2: green circles; 3: blue triangles) obtained
from the variable-temperature 1H NMR spectroscopic study. The straight lines
represent the simulated data (see text).

The comparison of the three curves shows that the change
in the peripheral R group on the ligand has only a weak influ-
ence on the transition temperature. The temperature depend-
ence of these chemical shifts can be modelled to extract the
thermodynamic parameters of the Boltzmann spin equilibrium
by using the following equation:[40]

(7)

where δobs
T is the experimental chemical shift and δLS/dia is the

chemical shift in the diamagnetic state. The values extracted
from these fits are given in Table 4. We assume that compounds
1–3 show a Curie-like behaviour as observed in the high-spin
FeII model compound 4 (see the magnetic and NMR spectro-
scopic data). The transition temperatures obtained from the
δpara

T(Hb) × T versus T plot are close to each other and are in
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the 319–330 K temperature range. The thermodynamic values
are of the same order as those found in the solid state and they
compare with those obtained by other techniques below.

Interestingly, the variable-temperature NMR spectroscopic
study also reveals unusual behaviour for the diastereotopic CH2

protons in compound 2: these protons are distinguishable in an
intermediate temperature range, 270–310 K, but they overlap
at T < 270 K and T > 310 K. In the low temperature range (230–
260 K), the complex is diamagnetic. The chemical-shift range is
moderate (0–12 ppm) and the separation between the signals
is small, so that only one peak is observed at 7.1 T. The use of
a higher magnetic field (ca. 14 T) is necessary to reveal the
presence of the diastereotopic protons at low temperatures
(Figure 8).

Figure 8. CH2 diastereotopic signals (*) in 2 obtained from 1H NMR spectro-
scopy at 300 MHz and 600 MHz.

Upon heating, compound 2 becomes paramagnetic, the
chemical-shift range is significantly broadened and the separa-
tion between the protons gradually increases from 230 K to
310 K. Although there is some signal broadening upon heating,
the resolution is overall improved and the diastereotopic signal
can be resolved. This effect is typical of paramagnetic species:
the presence of small spin density delocalized on the probed
nuclei allows spreading of the NMR spectroscopic chemical shift
range and leads to a “magnifying glass effect”.[41] The resolution
improves many-fold and it can be even better than that ob-
tained by using an high external magnetic field. Finally, at
higher temperatures (above 310 K), coalescence occurs (see the
Supporting Information), indicating the occurrence of a rapid
chemical exchange between the two diastereotopic protons.
This is due to a rapid isomerization of the Δ and Λ enantiomers,
relative to the NMR spectroscopic measurement time.
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Magnetic Susceptibility Measurements through the Evans
NMR Spectroscopic Method and SQUID Magnetometry

The magnetic susceptibility was measured by the Evans
NMR spectroscopic method and SQUID magnetometry on
acetonitrile solutions of the paramagnetic complexes 1–3
(10–2 mol L–1).[42] In the Evans experiments, the solutions were
placed in an inner narrow-bore tube of a double-walled NMR
spectroscopic tube. The difference between the solvent signal
(Δυ in Hz) of a pure acetonitrile solution (outer tube) and the
solvent signal of the paramagnetic solutions (inner tube) is pro-
portional to the bulk magnetic mass susceptibility:[43]

(8)

where � is the mass paramagnetic susceptibility, υ is the operat-
ing radio frequency of the spectrometer (3 × 108 Hz), m is the
concentration of the paramagnetic ion in the inner tube in
g cm–3, �0 is the gram susceptibility of pure CD3CN solvent
(–0.534 × 10–6 g cm–3)[42] and d0 and ds are the density of the
pure solvent and the paramagnetic solution, respectively.[44] For
strongly paramagnetic substances, the last term is often ne-
glected, so that the mass susceptibility becomes:

(9)

The molar susceptibility �M is calculated from � in the usual
way, taking into account the diamagnetic contribution calcu-
lated from the Pascal tables.[45]

Because of solvent evaporation from the double-walled
Evans tube, the explored temperature range was limited to
230–330 K. As shown in Figure 9, a gradual increase of the
�M × T product is observed upon heating, in agreement with
the occurrence of a SCO process in solution. The transition
starts at ca. 280 K and is incomplete at the highest available
temperature. At 330 K, the measured �M × T product of 1, 2 and
3 are 2.15, 2.24 and 1.64 cm3 mol–1 K, respectively. In contrast
with the temperature-dependent 1H NMR spectroscopic experi-
ment described above, the limited temperature range does not
allow an accurate determination of the values of the spin-equi-
librium transition, T1/2. In the case of 2, the magnetic suscepti-
bility of the solution is particularly high at low temperature and
accounts for the presence of a paramagnetic side product. This
paramagnetic species has a fast relaxation, as it is not detected
by 1H NMR spectroscopy (see above). As the only side product
observed in the spectrum of 2 is the free Et-bik ligand, the
paramagnetic side product is likely the high-spin
[FeII(Et-bik)2(CH3CN)2](BF4)2 complex, which is indeed NMR
spectroscopically silent (the complex prepared in situ does not
exhibit any signals). A partial dissociation of the [FeII(R-bik)3]-
(BF4)2 complex would thus occur in the case of 2.

The SQUID magnetometry measurements confirm the results
obtained by the Evans method (Figure 9). The �M × T versus T
curves measured on the acetonitrile solutions of 1–3 (in the
temperature range 220–350 K and under a 1 T magnetic field)
exhibit shapes similar to those found by using the Evans
method and they are in agreement with the occurrence of spin-
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Figure 9. Thermal dependence of the �M × T product for 1 (orange circles), 2
(green circles) and 3 (blue triangles) obtained from susceptibility measure-
ments in CD3CN by using the Evans NMR spectroscopic method (top) and a
SQUID magnetometer (bottom). The straight lines represent the simulated
data (see text).

equilibria (starting from ca. 280 K and incomplete at 350 K).
The �M × T products for 1, 2 and 3, measured at 330 K (2.00,
2.64 and 1.61 cm3 mol–1 K, respectively), compare quite well
with those found by the Evans method at the same tempera-
ture. The presence of a paramagnetic species in the solution of
2 at low temperature is also confirmed by these measurements.

These magnetic data were fitted by using a simple solution
model:[46,47]

(10)

The amount of HS complex, nHS, or its relative fraction, γHS,
is extracted from the equation:

(11)

where (�M × T) is the value of the product (�M × T) at any tem-
perature. The (�M × T)LT and (�M × T)HT correspond to the value
of (�M × T) at low temperature and high temperature, respec-
tively.

The thermodynamic parameters are finally obtained by fit-
ting the equation:
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(12)

The simulations of the curves lead to similar values (Table 4)
and are in qualitative agreement with those found by other
techniques (see comments below).

The results obtained from the Evans method, the direct
measurement of the magnetic susceptibility in solution and the
1H NMR spectroscopic study lead to coherent results. The transi-
tion temperatures, T1/2, remain close to each other for the three
techniques (319–335 K). The values obtained for the vinyl-bik
derivative, 3, seem to be slightly higher (in all cases) than those
measured for 1 and 2. Overall, the modification of the R group
does not have a strong influence on the spin equilibrium in
solution. This contrasts with the situation in the solid state,
where small interactions (CH–π) seem to significantly affect the
T1/2 (ΔT1/2 = 65 K).

The thermodynamic parameters obtained for the three com-
pounds are unusually high, but they are coherent within the
three techniques. They are also similar to the values obtained
in the solid state, where gradual transitions are observed. The
VT NMR spectroscopic study (δ × T versus T measurement) ap-
pears to be more accurate over magnetometry techniques
(SQUID magnetmetry or Evan's method), as small changes in
the magnetic state of the probed complex can be reflected by
important modifications in the chemical shifts. For instance, the
chemical-shift variation, observed in the 1H NMR spectra at vari-
ous temperatures, in the SCO complex are much more impor-
tant than those observed in the solvent in the Evans method.
Moreover, the VT 1H NMR spectroscopy allows the selective
probing of the SCO complex. Indeed, the presence of paramag-
netic impurities would bring more error sources in the magne-
tometry measurements. Here, the thermodynamic values de-
duced by directly probing an adequately chosen proton in 2
validate the estimated values obtained in magnetometry
(where both compound 2 and a side product are measured).

Overall, the more pronounced sigmoidal curve is obtained
from the variable-temperature NMR spectroscopic study. The
main advantage of this technique in comparison with the oth-
ers is the following: the possible presence of other species does
not interfere with the measurement, as the physical value meas-
ured is a selected chemical shift of the SCO complex, which
directly reflects its magnetic state.

Computational Studies

To gain further insights into the electronic structure and mag-
netic properties of complexes 1–4, we have undertaken density
functional calculations using density functional theory (see Exp.
Sect.). The spin-state splitting of FeII complexes that exhibit SCO
properties are challenging for several exchange-correlation
functionals; in particular, functionals such as B3LYP*,[48] OPBE[49]

and B3LYP[50] have been recommended for the computation of
spin-state splitting. Due to considerably greater HF exchange
(20 % in B3LYP), a hybrid functional, such as B3LYP, tends to
weaken the M–L bonds, which stabilize the HS state, compared
with the LS state. On the other hand, dispersion and solvent
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effects shorten the M–L bonds which increase the bond-dissoci-
ation energies and therefore favour the LS state. Here, we have
optimized complexes 1–4 using the B3LYP* and OPBE function-
als, with the incorporation of dispersion correction, as recom-
mended by Grimme,[51] and solvent effects, as suggested ear-
lier.[52] The computed energies using these functionals suggest
the LS state as the ground state for the B3LYP* and OPBE func-
tionals; the estimated HS–LS gaps are 31.0, 37.2, 33.2 and
5.99 kJ mol–1 for complexes 1–4, respectively, using the OPBE
functional, whereas the B3LYP* functional yields 98.3, 73.4,
102.0 and 82.7 kJ mol–1 for complexes 1–4, respectively. The
optimized energies computed using B3LYP, on the other hand,
reveal the high-spin state as being the ground state for all of
the complexes, with the energy difference between the HS and
LS states being 8.8, 6.0 and 6.1 kJ mol–1 for complexes 1–3,
respectively. For complex 4, on the other hand, calculations re-
veal a HS–LS gap of 20.7 kJ mol–1, more than twice the value
observed for other complexes. Although the B3LYP* and OPBE
functionals clearly suggest the LS ground state for 1–3, the
ground state predicted for complex 4 is contrary to that found
by experiment. However, the energy difference obtained from
the OPBE and B3LYP* functionals are very large and suggest, in
fact, that the SCO feature is not possible. The energies com-
puted using B3LYP, on the other hand, are small and clearly
suggest SCO features, and therefore, here we have elaborated
the discussion on the structure and bonding using this func-
tional. Besides, theoretical studies on a series of {FeIIN6} SCO
complexes by various functionals suggests that although B3LYP
fails to predict correct spin ground state multiplicity, the overall
order of the HS–LS energy differences for a group of structurally
related compounds are better described. For these reasons,
here, we intend to employ B3LYP computed data for further
discussion.[50]

The computed geometry for 1–4 in their LS and HS states
are given in Figure 10 and the structural parameters are sum-
marized in Table 5 for all three functionals. Here, we discuss, in
detail, the geometry computed using B3LYP. Calculations clearly
reveal that in all four cases, the Fe–N distances in the LS states
are in the range of 2.03 to 2.05 Å, while at the HS surface, the
bond lengths are in the range of 2.22 to 2.25 Å. The structural
distortion is also quite significant in the high-spin geometry.
The complex 4 exhibits the longest average Fe–N bond lengths
and the maximum octahedral distortions among all of the four
computed complexes, in agreement with the single-crystal X-
ray diffraction structure and CShM analysis (see above). The dis-
tortions within the ligand geometry and twists in the planarity
of the imidazole rings are also reflected in the optimized struc-
tures. The nature of the spin ground state is determined by the
orbital splitting and the spin-pairing energy. For complexes 1–
4, calculations yield the following electronic configuration
(dxz)2(dyz)1(dxy)1(dx2–y2)1(dz2)1 for the high-spin configuration.

To gain further insights into the nature of the bonding, we
have plotted the d-based orbitals of complexes 1 and 4 (Fig-
ure 11). The presence of the ketone group in 1–3 promotes
delocalization of the π clouds between the two imidazole rings,
leading to stronger donor ability, and thus, a stabilization of the
LS state. This feature is absent in complex 4, as depicted in
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Figure 10. B3LYP computed optimized HS and LS geometries for 1–4. Colour
code: orange: Fe; blue: N; red: O; grey: C. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for
clarity.

Figure 11. The orbital splitting ΔE(dxz – dz2) is estimated to be
1.476 eV, 1.450 eV and 2.438 eV for complexes 1–3, respectively.
The close splitting pattern observed for complexes 1 and 2 is
consistent with the similar T1/2 values measured in solutions,
while the relatively larger splitting pattern computed for com-
plex 3 is in agreement with better stabilization of the LS state
up to ca. 335 K (see above). The participation of the vinyl π

orbital leads to a stronger interaction of the ligands with the
dxz/dyz orbitals and to larger orbital splitting and stabilization
of the LS state (see the Supporting Information for eigenvalue
plots of complexes 1, 2 and 4). This nicely correlates with the
experimental results, as 3 exhibits a higher T1/2 than 1 and 2.
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Table 5. B3LYP-, OPBE- and B3LYP*-optimized selected bond and angle parameters for complexes 1–4.

B3LYP
Bonds and angles Complex 1 Complex 2 Complex 3 Complex 4

HS LS HS LS HS LS HS LS

Fe–N1 [Å] 2.226 2.043 2.229 2.034 2.233 2.040 2.248 2.055
Fe–N2 [Å] 2.237 2.043 2.231 2.042 2.224 2.038 2.235 2.046
Fe–N3 [Å] 2.234 2.044 2.227 2.043 2.232 2.037 2.232 2.040
Fe–N4 [Å] 2.237 2.043 2.239 2.042 2.233 2.039 2.245 2.055
Fe–N5 [Å] 2.227 2.044 2.224 2.034 2.232 2.044 2.226 2.061
Fe–N6 [Å] 2.234 2.043 2.229 2.043 2.224 2.031 2.232 2.046
N3–Fe–N6 [°] 174.4 178.6 173.8 178.8 174.4 179.5 172.1 178.2
ρ(Fe)[a] 3.88 0.00 3.83 0.00 3.87 0.00 3.89 0.00

OPBE
Bonds and angles Complex 1 Complex 2 Complex 3 Complex 4

HS LS HS LS HS LS HS LS

Fe–N1 [Å] 2.130 1.942 2.113 1.919 2.136 1.929 2.150 1.938
Fe–N2 [Å] 2.128 1.923 2.132 1.938 2.121 1.918 2.158 1.931
Fe–N3 [Å] 2.132 1.935 2.122 1.947 2.131 1.941 2.176 1.958
Fe–N4 [Å] 2.128 1.935 2.122 1.947 2.135 1.944 2.157 1.958
Fe–N5 [Å] 2.124 1.923 2.133 1.938 2.113 1.925 2.144 1.931
Fe–N6 [Å] 2.132 1.942 2.113 1.919 2.132 1.935 2.155 1.938
N3–Fe–N6 [°] 177.6 179.7 178.9 174.9 176.6 179.5 177.4 179.9
ρ(Fe)[a] 3.91 0.00 3.91 0.00 3.92 0.00 3.78 0.00

B3LYP*
Bonds and angles Complex 1 Complex 2 Complex 3 Complex 4

HS LS HS LS HS LS HS LS

Fe–N1 [Å] 2.147 1.978 2.155 1.963 2.147 1.974 2.168 1.990
Fe–N2 [Å] 2.136 1.965 2.133 1.976 2.130 1.958 2.149 1.976
Fe–N3 [Å] 2.138 1.980 2.129 1.984 2.139 1.976 2.146 1.996
Fe–N4 [Å] 2.149 1.980 2.126 1.984 2.136 1.977 2.147 1.990
Fe–N5 [Å] 2.139 1.965 2.126 1.976 2.126 1.962 2.150 1.970
Fe–N6 [Å] 2.141 1.978 2.162 1.963 2.145 1.978 2.187 1.984
N3–Fe–N6 [°] 176.7 179.7 169.9 176.0 175.2 179.4 169.9 179.1
ρ(Fe)[a] 3.78 0.00 3.79 0.00 3.79 0.00 3.68 0.00

[a] Spin density on the Fe.

Figure 11. Energy splitting of d-based orbitals for: (a) complex 1; and (b)
complex 4. Molecular orbital (MO) diagram showing the presence of a more
extended π-interaction in complex 1 (c) than in complex 4 (d).
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Besides, significant C–H···O interactions are detected be-
tween the alkyl/vinyl hydrogen and the ketone oxygen atoms
in complexes 1–3.[53] The strength of this interaction varies
within the set of complexes 1–3, in line with the C–H···O distan-
ces, which are 2.55, 2.30 and 2.26 Å for complexes 1, 2 and 3,
respectively. This interaction is found to weaken the donor abili-
ties of the imidazole ring; however, its effect remains small and
does not compensate the dominant π-acceptor contribution
that leads to the stronger ligand field in the vinyl complex.

This is also supported by the computed spin densities where
complexes 1–3 possess a net spin density of 3.888 at the Fe
atom for the HS spin state, while complex 4 has slightly higher
spin density at the Fe atom (3.890). Computed spin-density
plots of complexes 1 and 4 are shown in Figure 12. The spin
density at the metal centre has an octahedral shape and is par-
tially delocalized onto the ligands. The nitrogen atom coordi-
nated to the Fe centre in complex 1 has a spin density in the
range of 0.021–0.023, while the corresponding atom in complex
4 spans the range 0.016–0.026. The oxygen atom of the ketone
group also exhibits some spin densities in complexes 1–3. Al-
though the quoted values are small, the differences observed
clearly indicate significant structural and electronic alteration
upon ligand modifications, leading to variations in the SCO
properties.
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Figure 12. B3LYP-computed spin densities for (a) complex 1; and (b) complex
4 in their high-spin states.

To evaluate the parameters that are correlated to the spin-
crossover properties, we have estimated the ΔS and T1/2 values
for complexes 1–3.

The T1/2 can be computed from the electronic energy and
the vibrational and entropic contributions to the energy by us-
ing the following equation, as advocated earlier:[54]

(13)

where ΔEel(0) is the electronic energy difference between the
high-spin and low-spin states, along with the zero-point-energy
correction and the thermal correction to the electronic energy;
ΔEvib is the vibration due to thermal energy and ΔS is the en-
tropy of the system.

The vibrational and entropic contributions are estimated
from frequency calculations, as discussed in the Exp. Sect. The
ΔS values are estimated to be 59.6, 53.4 and 36.7 J K–1 mol–1

for complexes 1–3, respectively (see Table 6). These values are
small, compared with the experimental ones, but they do not
take into account a possible conformational change in the li-
gand upon spin-state change, as discussed above. On the other
hand, the ΔEvib values are estimated to be –0.8, –1.4 and
–2.2 kcal mol–1 for complexes 1–3, respectively. The estimated
T1/2 values, 308.5, 277.1 and 438.5 K for complexes 1–3, respec-
tively, are different from the experimental ones, but the largest
value computed for complex 3 is consistent with the observed
trend in the experiments.

Table 6. Estimates of the thermodynamic parameters of the spin equilibria
estimated using DFT calculations for complexes 1–3.

Compounds ΔHSCO [KJ mol–1] ΔSSCO [J mol–1 K–1] T1/2 [K]

[Fe(Me-bik)3] (BF4)2 25.6 59.6 308.5
[Fe(Et-bik)3] (BF4)2 22.8 53.4 277.1
[Fe(V-bik)3] (BF4)2 25.6 36.7 438.5

Conclusion
In this work, we have studied, both in the solid state and in
solution, the SCO phenomenon of closely related [FeII(R-bik)3]2+

complexes containing similar �-diimine ligands. Our goal was
to evaluate the influence of the ligand functionalization over
the switching properties of these systems. The results from the
DFT calculations were also compared with the experimental re-
sults, with the aim of rationalizing the magnetic properties.
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The theoretical calculations, based on density functional
methods, have been performed for all four complexes and the
employed methodology gave a satisfying description of both
the structure and electronic properties of these complexes. The
computed energy differences between the HS and LS structures
rationalize the presence of SCO properties in complexes 1–3.
The theoretical calculations permit the clarification of the criti-
cal role of the central ketone group on the magnetic and opti-
cal properties of the studied complexes. The computed elec-
tronic structures and spin densities revealed that the C=O
group in complexes 1–3 favour π delocalization between the
two imidazole rings. This leads to an enhancement of the ligand
π-acidic character, and therefore, an increase of the ligand field
strength, leading to the stabilization of the LS state as the
ground state. Indeed, whereas the [FeII(bim)3]2+ model complex
remains high spin, the derivative complexes containing the α-
keto-�-diimine ligands exhibit stronger ligand fields and show
SCO behaviour near room temperature.

The R groups in the R-bik ligands were shown to have a
moderate influence on the T1/2 measured in solution. The in-
ductive attractive group (vinyl) was expected to reduce the li-
gand field and stabilize the high-spin state; that is, leading to a
decrease of the T1/2. Conversely, inductive donor groups (ethyl
and methyl) were expected to lead to an increase of the T1/2.
The observed trend is the opposite and tends to show that the
vinyl group contributes to the delocalization of the π-system,
leading to a higher π-acidic character and a stronger ligand
field. The DFT-computed MO diagram highlights this point, as
stronger interactions of the ligands with dxz/dyz orbitals are de-
tected. The differences remain, however, moderate, with T1/2

increasing by 10–15 K from the donor alkyl to the attractive
vinyl group. The weak C–H···O between the alkyl/vinyl and ket-
one groups may also influence the ligand field induced by
these ligands. The interaction is found to be stronger in the
case of the vinyl-bik ligand, but its effect remains apparently
moderate.

To analyse the spin-crossover process in solution, we used
three different methods, including the Evans NMR spectro-
scopic method. This technique gives access to the bulk suscep-
tibility of the solution, so if paramagnetic side-product(s) are
present in solution (or if chemical exchange occurs), the meas-
urement can lead to ambiguous results, as illustrated in com-
pound 2. Bulk susceptibility was also extracted from measure-
ments in solution by using SQUID magnetometry. Although the
SQUID technique is more sensitive than the Evans method
(more highly diluted solutions can be studied), it suffers from
similar inconveniences. Overall, in the present experimental
conditions, the best SCO equilibrium curves (with the most pro-
nounced sigmoidal shape) are obtained from the NMR spectro-
scopic study. By tracking the temperature dependence of an
adequately chosen 1H chemical shift (which bears a strong con-
tribution from the Fermi contact term), we were able to follow
the spin-crossover process of the three compounds. In this case,
the possible presence of other paramagnetic species does not
interfere with the measurements, since the physical value meas-
ured is a selected chemical shift of the SCO complex, which
directly reflects its magnetic state. The thermodynamic values
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ΔH and ΔS deduced from these measurements are high, but
are coherent among the three techniques and are of the same
order of magnitude for the three complexes. The high ΔS value
is probably related to the change in the ligand conformation
between the HS and LS state. Although it was not possible to
obtain a crystal structure of the HS state (because of the loss
of crystallinity), such changes in the ligand geometry were pre-
viously observed in other switchable molecules containing the
R-bik ligand.[28]

Beside the study of the spin equilibrium, 1H NMR spectro-
scopy allowed us to study the stability of the species over the
explored temperature range and the possible occurrence of
chemical equilibrium, provided that the paramagnetic species
have suitable NMR spectroscopic signals (i.e., convenient nu-
clear relaxation times). Interestingly, we were able to observe,
in the case of compound 2, an isomerization between the two
Δ and Λ stereoisomers. Whereas the two isomers cannot be
detected at low temperature (since the signals are diamagnetic)
unless high-field NMR spectroscopy is used, at higher tempera-
tures, the presence of spin density on the probed nuclei leads
to an enlargement of the chemical shift range and improved
resolution (as long as coalescence does not occur).

Finally, variable-temperature susceptibility data were used to
analyse the spin-transition process in the solid state and to ex-
tract the associated thermodynamic parameters. The spin-tran-
sition temperatures, which are close to each other in solution,
are clearly spread in a broader temperature range in the solid
state. They are close (316 K) in 1, higher (342 K) in 3 and lower
(277 K) in 2 than those measured in acetonitrile solution. The
intermolecular interactions and the solid-state organization
clearly affect the energetics of the system. Overall, the spin
transitions remain gradual, with almost no cooperative effect,
as only weak intramolecular interactions are observed in the
structures of compounds 1–3. In contrast with 1 and 2, the
transition observed for compound 3 is clearly affected by the
loss of solvent molecules that occurs upon heating.

Experimental Section
Materials: All chemicals and solvents were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich and Alfa Aesar and were used as received. All of the experi-
ments were carried out under aerobic conditions (except for the
synthesis of compound 4).

Instrumentation: FTIR spectra were recorded over the range 4000–
400 cm–1. Measurements were carried out with a Tensor 27 Bruker
instrument working in the ATR mode (on fresh samples). Solid-state
UV/Vis spectra were measured at room temperature with a
PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 WB spectrophotometer. The measure-
ments were performed on KBr pellets. Thermogravimetric analysis
were carried out with a TGA analyzer (TA instrument, SDT Q600) at
a rate of 2 °C min–1 under N2 flow (100 mL min–1).

Magnetic Studies: Magnetic susceptibility data were collected with
a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer (MPMS-5S) calibrated
against a standard palladium sample. The magnetic susceptibility
values were corrected from the diamagnetism of the molecular con-
stituents using Pascal's Table[45] and from the sample holder. The
measurements in the solid state were carried out on polycrystalline
samples of 1–4 in the temperature range 4–400 K in a 1 T magnetic
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field. The susceptibility measurements of solutions of 1–3
(× 10–2 mol L–1) were carried out in the temperature range 220–
350 K under an external magnetic field of 1 T. The rapid evaporation
of CH3CN above 350 K, and its freezing below 220 K, prevented us
from exploring a broader temperature range. Diamagnetic correc-
tions were estimated by measuring the same amount of pure
CH3CN solution in the same container. Photomagnetic measure-
ments on fresh samples of 1–3 were carried out by using a sample
holder equipped with an optical fibre. In a typical experiment,
ground crystals (0.4 mg) were deposited on an adhesive tape. The
sample was separated from the end of the fibre by ca. 5.5 cm. All
of the irradiations were carried out at 20 K to minimize the tempera-
ture variation induced by the laser light.

NMR Spectroscopic Studies: The NMR spectra of 1–3 were re-
corded with a Bruker AvanceII 300 spectrometer operating at a 1H
Larmor frequency of 299.95 MHz and equipped with a BBMS varia-
ble-temperature unit. A variable-temperature NMR spectroscopic
experiment was also carried out for 2 with a Bruker AvanceII 600
spectrometer (1H Larmor frequency of 600.13 MHz). The concentra-
tion of all three paramagnetic samples was × 10–2 mol L–1 for all
experiments. The spectra were collected over the 230–350 K tem-
perature range (for variable-temperature 1H NMR spectroscopy) and
230–330 K (for the Evans NMR spectroscopic method). The ob-
served signals were referenced using the solvent proton signal (δ =
1.94 ppm relative to TMS). The temperature was calibrated using
the standard Wilmad methanol and ethylene glycol samples for low
and high temperatures, respectively.

Ligand Synthesis: Ligands, including Me-bik [bis(1-methylimidazol-
2-yl)ketone], Et-bik [bis(1-ethylimidazol-2-yl)ketone], V-bik [bis(1-
vinylimidazol-2-yl)ketone], bim [bis(1-methylimidazol-2-yl)ketone],
were prepared according to literature procedures.[55,56]

Synthesis of Compounds 1–4

[Fe(Me-bik)3](BF4)2·0.25H2O (1) and [Fe(Et-bik)3](BF4)2 (2): Simi-
lar synthetic procedures were used for 1 and 2. A colourless solu-
tion of Fe(BF4)2·6H2O (169 mg, 0.5 mmol) in methanol (5 mL) was
added to a methanolic (20 mL) solution of the ligand (Me-bik:
285 mg; Et-bik: 327 mg; 1.5 mmol). The resulting deep-blue solution
was stirred for 30 min at room temperature and filtered. The com-
pounds [Fe(Me-bik)3](BF4)2·0.25H2O and [Fe(Et-bik)3](BF4)2 were ob-
tained as dark platelike crystals after a few days of slow evaporation
of the solution under ambient conditions. Yield: 77 % (1); 55 % (2).

Compound 1: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD3CN, 300 K): δ = 4.14 (s, 2 H,
Him), 7.29 (s, 6 H, CH3), 17.22 (s, 2 H, Him) ppm. ATR-IR (solid): ν̃ =
3139.9, 2980.0, 1636.6, 1523.2, 1486.1, 1413.0, 1291.2, 1166.0,
1035.1, 896.9, 785.0, 769.3 cm–1. C27H30.5B2F8FeN12O3.25 (804.57):
calcd. C 40.31, H 3.82, N 20.89; found C 40.71, H 3.89, N 20.78.
ESI-MS: calcd. for [FeII(Me-bik)3]2+ 313.10; found 313.30, calcd. for
[FeII(Me-bik)2(BF4)]+ 523.10; found 523.30, calcd. for [FeII(Me-
bik)3(BF4)]+ 713.40; found 713.60.

Compound 2: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD3CN, 300 K): δ = 4.12 (s, 2 H,
Him), 2.47 (s, broad, 6 H, CH3), 16.02 (s, 2 H, Him), 7.39 (s, broad, 2
H, CH2), 6.72 (s, broad, 2 H, CH2) ppm. ATR-IR (solid): ν̃ = 3125.6,
2987.7, 1637.4, 1475.6, 1405.5, 1292.9, 1162.9, 1028.0, 890.8, 790.5,
769.6 cm–1. C33H42B2F8FeN12O3 (884.22): calcd. C 44.83, H 4.79, N
19.01; found C 45.33, H 4.88, N 19.10. ESI-MS: calcd. for [(Et-bik) +
H]+ 219.21; found 219.30, calcd. for [(Et-bik) + Na]+ 241.11; found
241.16, calcd. for [FeII(Et-bik)3]2+ 355.13; found 355.21, calcd. for
[FeII(Et-bik)3(BF4)2 + 2H]2+ 443.16; found 443.27, calcd. for [(Et-bik)2

+ Na]+ 459.40; found 459.28.

[Fe(V-bik)3](BF4)2·1.5H2O (3): A colourless solution of
Fe(BF4)2·6H2O (169 mg, 0.5 mmol) in a (4:1) mixture of acetonitrile/
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water (5 mL) was added to a solution of V-bik (321 mg, 1.5 mmol)
in the same solvent (20 mL) . The resulting blue solution was then
stirred for 30 min at room temperature and filtered. [Fe(V-bik)3]-
(BF4)2 was obtained as dark platelike crystals after two weeks of
slow evaporation of the solution under ambient conditions. Yield:
75 %.

Compound 3: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD3CN, 300 K): δ = 5.37 (s, 2 H,
Him), 6.45 (d, 2 H, CHvinyl), 12.88 (s, 2 H, Him), 8.92 (dd, 2 H, CH2vinyl),
5.78 (d, 2 H, CH2vinyl) ppm. ATR-IR (solid): ν̃ = 3139.4, 2982.0, 1643.1,
1472.9, 1425.7, 1315.6, 1278.0, 1157.6, 1033.7, 955.6, 891.4, 790.9,
765.6 cm–1. C33H32B2F8FeN12O4.5 (898.14): calcd. C 44.08, H 3.70, N
18.69; found C 44.15, H 3.68, N 18.70. ESI-MS: calcd. for [FeII(V-
bik)2]2+ 242.05; found 242.05, calcd. for [FeII(V-bik)3]2+ 349.10; found
349.09, calcd. for [(V-bik)2 + Na]+ 451.17; found 451.16, calcd. for
[FeII(V-bik)3(BF4)3 + 2Na + H]2+ 503.09; found 503.10, calcd. for
[FeII(V-bik)2(BF4)]+ 571.11; found 571.11, calcd. for [FeII(V-bik)2-
(BF4)(H2O)(MeOH)]+ 621.15; found 621.15, calcd. for [FeII(V-bik)3-
(BF4)]+ 785.23; found 785.20.

[Fe(bim)3](OTf)2 (4): A solution of FeII(OTf)2·2MeCN (124 mg,
0.28 mmol) in dry THF (5 mL) was added dropwise to a stirred
solution of bim ligand (150 mg, 0.85 mmol) in dry THF (10 mL)
under an inert atmosphere. The resulting suspension was stirred at
room temperature overnight. The white solid was then filtered and
washed with THF (2× 10 mL). The layering of toluene with an aceto-
nitrile solution of 4 gave colourless needlelike crystals within two
days. Yield: 75 %. The compound has to be stored in an oxygen-
free medium to avoid the oxidation of the ligand that leads to the
formation of the [Fe(Me-bik)3]2+ complex.

Compound 4: 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN, 300 K): δ = 0.87 (s, 2 H,
CH2), 12.63 (s, 6 H, CH3), 39.70 (s, 2 H, Him), 43.69 (s, 2 H, Him) ppm.
ATR-IR (solid): ν̃ = 3134.6, 2959.0, 1541.2, 1508.0, 1412.3, 1327.5,
1262.1, 1148.1, 1124.0, 1031.4, 955.9, 754.1, 747.2 cm–1.
C29H36F6FeN12O6 (818.52): calcd. C 39.46, H 4.11, N 19.04, S 7.13;
found C 39.37, H 4.21, N 18.64, S 7.13.

X-ray Diffraction Crystallography: A single crystal of each com-
pound was selected, mounted and transferred into a cold nitrogen
gas stream. Intensity data was collected with Bruker Kappa-APEX2
systems using micro-source Cu-Kα (1, 3, 4) or fine-focus sealed tube
Mo-Kα (2) radiations. Unit-cell parameter determinations, the data
collection strategy, integration and absorption corrections were car-
ried out with the Bruker APEX2 suite of programs. The structures
were solved using SIR92[57] (1, 2), SHELXS-86[58] (3) and Superflip[59]

(4) and were refined anisotropically by full-matrix least-squares
methods using SHELXL2014[60] within the WinGX[60] suite (1, 2) or
CRYSTALS[61] (3, 4). Crystallographic details are given in Table S1.

CCDC 1481941 (for 1), 1481942 (for 2), 1481943 (for 3) and 1481944
(for 4) contain the supplementary crystallographic data for this pa-
per. These data can be obtained free of charge from The Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre.

Computational Studies: DFT[62] calculations were performed on
the X-ray diffraction structural coordinates using the Gaussian 09[63]

for all four complexes. Calculations were performed in two steps: (i)
optimization of the nuclear coordinates of the single-crystal X-ray
diffraction structure; and (ii) extraction of the thermodynamic pa-
rameters from frequency calculations based on the optimized coor-
dinates. All calculations employed Becke's exchange functional,[64]

together with the correlation functional of Lee, Yang and Parr[65]

(B3LYP as implemented in Gaussian), along with Ahlrichs polarized
triple-� valence (TZVP)[66] basis set for the metal ion and Pople's
split valence polarized 6-31G**[67] basis set for rest of the atoms.
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